A container full of medical equipment and supplies was donated to SIUT through the efforts of Dr. Shahid Sheikh of APPNA, Ohio and Mr. Andres Perez-Charneco of Medwish International. The main items of medical equipment included hospital beds, vital sign monitors, flexible cystoscopes, ceiling mounted OT lights, procedure spot lights, ventilator and over the bed tray tables besides other miscellaneous equipments. There were six pallets of medical supplies with a total number of 390 boxes containing surgical gloves, laparoscopic surgery disposables, dignity sheets, CVP lines, IV cannula, anaesthesia supplies e.g. tracheal tubes, catheterization

Dr. Sheikh is Associate Professor of Clinical Paediatrics at Ohio State University College of Medicine in Columbus, Ohio. Dr. Shahid has a illustrious career in Paediatrics and is a specialist in Allergy and Immunology and Paediatric Pulmonology. He was the President of Community Association of Pakistani Americans, Ohio and is the Executive Director of APPNA (Ohio). He has published numerous papers in Journals of International repute and contributed chapters in text books in paediatrics.
This year, we need Rs. 2.5 billion to keep the largest centre for Urology, Nephrology, G.I. and Hepatobiliary, Oncology and Transplantation alive, healthy and moving forward. Please help us again.


Make your donations through cash, cheque

Through Banks

You can deposit your cash or cheque (Donation or Zakat) for "SIUT" in all the branches of the banks all over Pakistan.

### Bank Name | Zakat A/c # | Donation A/c # | Bank Name | Zakat A/c # | Donation A/c #
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Al Baraka Bank Pakistan Limited | 0124-010215140628 | 0124-0102151407020 | KASB Bank Limited | 0011-135984-001 | 0011-135979-001
Allied Bank Limited | 001017648140022 | 001017648140039 | Meezan Bank Limited | 0109010129 | 0109009625
APNA Bank Limited | 011223600114 | 011223600103 | Muslim Commercial Bank | 0646067811000841 | 0026-0701000032
Bank Alfalah Limited | 0022-1003819847 | 0022-1003819780 | NIB Bank | 041889 | 415747
Bank Al-Habib Limited | 1081-0081-002257-01-2 | 1081-0081-001777-01-9 | Sindh Bank Limited | 0315-096275-1000 | 0315-0962811000
BankIslami Pakistan Limited | 1042-0015105-02-02 | 1042-0015105-02-01 | SME Bank Limited | 4001-00016867-0001 | 4001-00016859-0001
Barclays Bank | 0000-00011209 | 0000-00094239 | Soneri Bank Limited | 0041-0212757511 | 0041-0321757561
Burl Bank | 0042-014-586-000001 | 0042-014-586-000002 | Standard Chartered Bank | 01-8061610-01 | 01-8062828-01
Dubai Islamic Bank | 0067-305002 | 0067-305001 | Summit Bank Limited | 1-2-30-20311-714-136991 | 1-2-30-20311-714-136991
Emaan/Silk Bank | 5058-500041515 | 5058-500041523 | Tameer Micro Finance
Faysal Bank Limited | 01400900000253 | 01400600000252 | Bank Limited | 104-029002334-001 | 104-029002335-001
First Women Bank Limited | 000101575310000 | 00010157531001 | The Bank Of Khyber | 0036-CD00095-00-1 | 0036-CD00096-00-0
Habib Bank Limited | 0008-79002700-01 | 0008-79002701-01 | The Bank of Punjab | 0239-CD017020004 | 0239-CD017000006
Habib Metropolitan Bank | 6-1-1-20311-714-439493 | 6-1-1-20311-714-439486 | United Bank Limited (PKR) | 4041-003-0006-2 | 4041-003-0005-5
JS Bank | 0000150980 | 0000150961 | United Bank Limited (USD) | 006631000357 | 006631000371

All Contributions and Donations in the form of Cheques/Bank Drafts should be made out to "SIUT Trust".

Resource Generation and Outreach (RGO) Department
Ground Floor, Dewan Farooq Medical Centre (DFMC), Sindh Institute of Urology and Transplantation (SIUT), Sardar Yaqoob Ali Khan Road, Near Civil Hospital, Karachi.

SIUT North America, Inc.

SIUT North America Inc. is registered with the Internal Revenue Service of USA as a non-profit organization under section 501(c) (3), Employer ID Number 76-0656947 and all donations are eligible for tax deduction for USA tax payers.

For Residents outside Pakistan you may contact SIUT North America Inc. at the address given below. We are eligible to received grants from them.

Head Office (Houston):
Contact person: Dr. Fatima Sayeed, President
SIUT North America Inc. 1, E. Rivercrest
Dr., HOUSTON, TX 77042
Tel: 281-855-0939, 713-446-0379, 713-660-0789 Fax: 281-550-6042
E-mail: sayeed_36@hotmail.com, Web site: www.siutna.org

Los Angeles Chapter:
Contact person: Prof. Dr. Suraiya Rasheed, 2465, E. Orange Grove Blvd., Pasadena, CA91104,
Tel: 626-797-8189 & 323-224-7415, Fax: 323-227-1840,
E-mail: rsrashheed@usc.edu

Chicago Chapter:
Contact Person: Dr. Syed Ijaz Ali 1272, Dearborn Dr, Akron, OH 44313,
Tel: 707-609-0989

Ohio Chapter:
Contact Person: Dr Syed Ijaz Ali 1272, Dearborn Dr, Akron, OH 44313,
Tel: 707-609-0989

Sindh Institute of Urology and Transplantation
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APPNA and Medwish International USA Donation to SIUT

trays, dressing trays and besides hundred of other assorted items. SIUT gratefully receives these valuable donations and many of them have already been used for the treatment and management of patients. This generous donation cannot be weighed in hundreds of dollars as it worth is much much more for SIUT and its patient services.

SIUT organizes certificate awarding ceremony for student volunteer program

The Resource Generation and Outreach Department (RGO) organized the certificate awarding ceremony for the 33rd batch of student volunteer program. On this occasion Prof. Adibul Hasan Rizvi commented that proper training of the volunteers is integral for the bright future of Pakistan. Dr. Anwar Naqvi highlighted the importance and the impact generated by the program. He said a healthy society is conducive and imperative for the success and progress of a nation. Madam Kishwer Zehra Chairperson RGO conveyed her message that these children are the leaders of the future from whom several Abdul Sattar Edhis and Adib Rizvis shall rise.

CBEC Forum with Sayeda Arifa Zehra

In a stimulating session entitled “Phir yeh hangama ay Khuda kiya hai,” well-known historian, educator and sociologist, Dr. Arfa Sayeda Zehra, discussed the connection between the development of ethical values and the study of history. In her eloquent talk, Dr. Zehra expressed the opinion that collective human history reflects the consequences of our choices and subsequently, sets standards for right and wrong. Attended by an audience of about 35 participants, Dr. Zehra’s talk and the ensuing group discussion were webcast live to participants outside Karachi.

Parents at Certificate distribution.

Ms. Kishwer Zehra with student volunteers.
There are about 15 million people suffering from hepatitis B and C in Pakistan. Prevalence of hepatitis C is 4.8% and of hepatitis B is 2.5%, stated by Prof. Dr. Adib Rizvi, director SIUT. A comprehensive effort from government is urgently needed if we are to curb the shocking death toll, and prevent millions of new infections. B and C in Pakistanis is high rate of getting treatment by injections and drips. The equipments are not properly sterilized and reuse of syringes by quacks is also a major issue. Justice (R) Rana Bhagwan Das was guest of honor while Faisal Edhi (of EDHI foundation) also addressed this occasion. They stressed on the need to involve the community by raising awareness, promoting partnership and mobilizing resources. The theme of World Hepatitis Day was SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL, SPEAK NO EVIL. The message imparted from the theme is that hepatitis is being ignored around the world and there is need for change.

SIUT participated in an attempt to break the world record. Around 300 people gathered on DFMC roof top and joined the global effort to spread the hepatitis awareness by performing the SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL, SPEAK NO EVIL act.